COVID-19 RESTRICTION PHASE OUT PLAN*

**IMMEDIATELY**
- Outdoor faculty/staff socializing
- Outdoor community events
- No Travel Quarantine
- No Exposure Quarantine
- Continue encouraging vaccinations
- Student devices stay at school
- No more daily wellness checks
- Masking still required

**POST-Spring BREAK**
- Return to Pre-Covid classroom setups
- No more social distancing within cohorts
- Parent & Alumni volunteers in classrooms
- Outdoor masking optional (April 4)*
- Indoor masking optional (April 18)*

**LATE APRIL - JUNE 16**
- End cohorting
- Mixed class use of indoor common areas
- Field trips using carpools
- In-person indoor class events
- Testing continues under OHA and ODE direction
- Allow larger in-person events, such as Grandparents & Special Friends, Field Day, & Exhibition

**2022-23 SCHOOL YEAR**
- Non-volunteer Parents invited to classroom events & parties
- 3rd-party Global Kids classes
- In-person International Festival, Global Gala
- Capstone homestays
- Arrival & Dismissal Changes

*Elements / timeline should be considered as targets and subject to change. Global Kids masking policy still TBD